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AcclimaTerra

A long-standing commitment in networking, monitoring, 
research and expertise support
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From knowledge and guidelines to governance and funding schemes

Public Interest Group / N.-Aquitaine Coastline:

- Gathering State services and local governements

(Region, Department, groups of municipalities) 

- Prospective studies, dialogue, project coordination, 

exchange of experiences, sharing of good practices…

- A « boundary-entrepreneur » in FR coastal policies

(Rocle & Salles, 2018)



Observatory of Aquitaine Coastline

Shoreline Management Plans



http://dune-littorale-aquitaine.n2000.fr Ile NouvelleLacanau

IPCC, 2019: Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate

Funding priorities given to:
- Studies and projects aimed at adapting to coastal retreat, such as supporting 
natural processes and managed retreat;
- Planning and management actions with a reversibility character.

(State-Region Contrat, 2015-2020)



What about managed retreat?

Call for projects / Ministry for Ecology
(2012-2016)

Feasibility studies
Law proposal in 2016 

(not adopted)

New zoning based on the rate of coastal retreat

New legal status of coastal – private occupation

Funding options for buy-outs in vulnerable areas

Law proposal
(in progress)



Moving from temporary strategies 

to long-term adaptation pathways

➢ Anticipating future dynamics

➢ Implementing no-regret actions

➢ Experimenting  NBS and Managed Retreat

➢ Coping with uncertainty 

➢ Avoiding "maladaptation”

(Haasnoot et al., 2013)

(Rocle et al., 2020)

Participatory  simulation  to  foster  
social  learning  on coastal  flooding  
prevention (Becu et al., 2017)
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